Honda crosstour battery

David Hobbs helped make these videos. The video above shows you how to replace the battery
in your Honda Crosstour. We recommend changing the battery in Hondas every 4 years.
Although some batteries last much longer, most batteries begin breaking down chemically after
four years, so you could experience dimmer headlights and other negative effects before you
have a dead battery in your Crosstour that you need to replace. Replacing the battery in your
Crosstour involves removing the terminals. When you reconnect the terminals, your radio
presets are likely to be cleared out. In some Crosstours, you may need to re-enter a security
code to get your radio to work again. Check for this code in your owners manual - it will usually
be either a sticker or small card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call Honda and they will give
you the code for free. In many Hondas, the transmission "learns" how you drive over time and
makes adjustments, so you may experience altered driving dynamics as your car re-learns your
driving style after changing the battery. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures
covering the majority of cars on the road. Cars burn, leak and otherwise dispense of their oil.
Check your level frequently and top up when necessary. Transmissions that leak fluid usually
have never been flushed and the seal is finally leaking. The right stop leak product can cure a
lot. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the
styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Oil level check. Replace fog lights. Don't be
caught in the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs. Dealing with minor transmission fluid leaks.
Replace reverse light. White light when you back up - yup, they burn out and you can replace
them with bright LEDs. See all videos for the Honda Crosstour. We have a massive and growing
video library, but we don't have everything Resetting the radio in your Honda is usually as
simple as pressing a couple of buttons, but in rare cases you may need to enter a security code
to regain operation of the radio. Turn the radio on by pressing in on the volume control knob.
After 10 seconds, turn the radio off. Press and hold the power button for two to five seconds
and watch the radio display. Release the power button when the display lights up and the radio
turns on. Turn the ignition switch to the "On" position. Press and hold the No. The display will
flash two different codes - these are the first and second halves of the radio's serial number.
Ignore the letter before each number and combine the two numbers to create an eight-digit
serial number. Turn off the ignition. Turn the ignition switch to the "On" position and turn on the
radio. Enter the security code using the soft buttons on the touch screen display. Turn off the
ignition when the radio resumes normal operation. Robert Moore started writing professionally
in He has prepared business plans, proposals and grant requests. Moore is a state of
Michigan-certified mechanic and is pursuing an Associate of Arts in automotive technology
from Lansing Community College. Step 1 Turn the ignition key to the "On" position, but don't
start the engine. Step 2 Turn the radio on by pressing in on the volume control knob. Step 1
Turn the ignition switch to the "On" position. Step 2 Press and hold the No. Tips If you input the
code incorrectly 10 times, you must wait one hour before attempting to enter the code again.
Radio serial number optional Security code optional. One morning my Honda Crosstour just
died. I asked my friend to come and jump started and went to work. Next morning died again. I
thought my battery was giving me a problem and it is a 2 year 2 month old very good battery.
Advance Auto parts guy checked and said it is not battery problem. Maybe alternator or Maybe
battery is draining. He did all the test -- Maybe battery is not keeping charge but alternator is
good. Today we did parasitic test, it could be AC Relay problem. I charged battery and waiting
to see if any problems occur. I am really not happy about Honda. Every time I leave my keys in
the car with the ignition off for 5 to 10 minutes listening to music my battery goes dead. This
has happened several times. I will be sitting in my car for a couple minutes then my car won't
start up. I have to constantly called AAA to get a jump. I went to the dealer twice and was told
my battery tested fine. But my car continues to shut down if the keys are left in the ignition. I
have previously owned several Honda's and I have never experienced this problem. This is
definitely an issue that needs to be corrected immediately. If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 2 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has
added a helpful site for this Accord Crosstour problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Honda
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. Purchasing for a business? Apply for a free business account! To

promote recycling, this is a refundable deposit on the purchase. Return the old battery core to
receive the refund. Help is just a phone call away! We strive to provide the best price available
on BatteriesPlus. Store pricing may vary from the price advertised on BatteriesPlus. All
registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Duracell is a registered
trademark of Duracell U. Operations, Inc. Skip to main content. Need help? Call Log In or
Register. Your Store. Select Your Store. Your Account. Login or Signup. Own a Store Business
Accounts. Refine Search. Brand Show Results. Duracell Ultra 4. Rayovac 1. X2Power 1. Color
Show Results. Blue Top 1. Lead Acid Type Show Results. Deep Cycle 1. Starting 6. List View
Grid View. Vehicle Specific. Brand: Duracell Ultra. Lead Acid Type: Starting. Cold Cranking
Amps: Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - QTY Add to Cart. Brand: Rayovac. Brand:
X2Power. Capacity: 76AH. Capacity: 65AH. Reserve Capacity Minutes: Vehicle Alternative.
Capacity: 55AH. Sign up to receive our emails. First Name. Last Name. Email Address. Let's
Stay Connected. Your Cart. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and
transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a
week between 7 AM and 9 PM. A car battery is an energy storage device that relies on a
chemical reaction within the battery to produce electricity. The stored electrical energy is used
to initially operate the starter motor, ignition system, and fuel system on your vehicle. Once
your car engine is running, the alternator supplies the electricity needed for all vehicle systems
and charges the battery to replace the electric energy used when starting a car. Most electric
vehicles have a traction battery which is in addition to the standard 12 volt battery that is used
to start the car engine. Traction batteries also convert chemical energy to supply electrical
energy but operate at higher voltages and often are monitored by the PCM Powertrain Control
Module. Yes, but if you have a weak battery you might be left stranded somewhere if the battery
dies completely and you cannot start your car. Honda Crosstour Car Battery Replacement at
your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online
Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Car Battery
Replacement Service What are car batteries and how do they work? When to replace a car
battery? A new battery has a specified capacity to provide power. This capacity is referred to as
the cranking amps rating of the battery. As a battery ages, the actual amps that a battery can
supply becomes lower than its original rating Once the cranking amps fall below a critical
threshold, it will be difficult or impossible to start your car. Battery or charging system warning
light is illuminated. Should a battery or charging system warning light illuminate, a mechanic
should perform a few basic tests to determine if a battery replacement is needed. Once a battery
has started to fail, and the voltage produced by the battery drops, then vehicle electrical
components can malfunction, such as the security system. How do mechanics replace the
battery? A temporary power source might be installed to avoid the possibility of losing radio
presets or stored data in the PCM while the battery is out. When the battery is already
completely dead, this step is unnecessary. The battery tie down system is loosened and the old
battery removed. Cable ends and wiring are carefully inspected to ensure cleanliness and no
corrosion. In some cases, corrosion can be extreme and the cable may need to be replaced or
wiring repaired. The new battery is installed and the tie down system is reinstalled.
Anti-corrosion compound is applied to the battery terminals. The positive terminal is
reconnected followed by the negative terminal. This step, performed using a specialized scan
tool, is necessary to maximize battery life and prevent electrical system malfunctions. The car is
started and charging system output is measured and compared against the factory OEM
specification to ensure that the new battery will properly recharge. Generally, charging output
will be in the range of Is it safe to drive with a battery problem? When replacing the battery keep
in mind: The quality of the electrical connections to the battery posts is important. Connections
must be clean, free of corrosion and properly tightened. Batteries store a large amount of
energy and if short-circuited a battery could explode and can create intense discharges that can
damage your eyesight. Insulated tools should be used to attach cabling to battery terminals.
Batteries can only be safely installed from a positive terminal to positive wiring and from a
negative terminal to body ground. Generally, a car battery will have a service life of 4 to 7 years.
If a load test on a battery reveals a significant reduction in the capacity of the battery to provide
power, you should buy a new battery rather than wait for the old battery to fail completely.
Batteries should only be disconnected if the engine is off and the alternator is not running.
Disconnecting a car battery while the alternator is running can cause a voltage spike that will
damage sensitive electronic components in the vehicle, such as the PCM. Number of Honda
Crosstour services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Honda Jobs. Auto
service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Honda mechanics Real customer reviews from
Honda owners like you. Excel
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lent Rating. Rating Summary. John 6 years of experience. Request John. Honda Crosstour Noise from engine or exhaust - Seattle, Washington. Really good and knowledgeable guy. Was a
pleasant working with him given his professionalism on everything, highly recommend! Charles
26 years of experience. Request Charles. Friendly and effective. Carlos 17 years of experience.
Request Carlos. Prompt, excellent service! Sebastian 15 years of experience. Request
Sebastian. Very happy with Sebastian. He showed up on time, had a clean appearance and
friendly demeanor and was curtious. It was raining outside, but that didn't bother him and I lent
him a rain coat. He was quick and efficient - changed rear rotors and break pads in less than an
hour. He showed me the old parts and would have taken them with him if I wanted him to and
showed me in the installed new parts. He answered my questions. Overall, very good
experience and results! How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Car Battery Replacement.

